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LOPES: Final Results

F.G. Schröder

Abstract

LOPES was the radio extension of the KASCADE-Grande particle-detector array consisting of up to 30 antennas measuring the radio emission of cosmic-ray air showers between 40 and 80 MHz with an energy threshold of around 100 PeV. Even with the external trigger by the particle detectors, the separation of the air-shower signal from the radio background was difficult in the noisy environment of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. For the typical event this was only possible because of the digital, interferometric beamforming technique pioneered by LOPES for cosmic-ray detection. Using this technique LOPES made important discoveries with respect to the radio emission of air showers and their relation to the shower properties, such as its energy and its longitudinal development. By now, practically all results have been confirmed by subsequent antenna arrays, but regarding digital interferometry the LOPES results are still unique. Lately we completed an end-to-end pipeline for CoREAS simulations of the radio emission including measured background and all known detector responses as well as the interferometric analysis technique. As result we present an update on the reconstruction of the most important shower parameters: arrival direction, energy, and $X_{\text{max}}$.

1. Introduction

LOPES was the first antenna array for air showers using computing-intensive, interferometric analysis techniques. This was key for the success of the experiment pioneering the digital era of the radio detection [1, 2]. When LOPES started operation as LOFAR prototype station in 2003 the radio emission by air showers was not yet fully understood. While the dominant geomagnetic nature of the emission was known [3], the weaker Askaryan emission was not yet experimentally confirmed for air showers and the refractive index of the air was mostly ignored. Consequently, it was assumed that the radio signal is best visible below 100 MHz, which was one of the reasons why the band of 40 – 80 MHz was chosen for LOPES. Now it is known that the refractive index changes the coherence condition around the Cherenkov angle such that the geomagnetic and Askaryan signals extend up to several GHz [4], i.e., LOPES likely would have profited from a broader frequency band. Nevertheless and despite the high background due to external Galactic and anthropogenic noise, LOPES detected several 100 air showers. It measured the arrival direction and energy of these air showers with an accuracy competitive with other techniques. LOPES also demonstrated the concept of two methods for the reconstruction of the position of the shower maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$ [5, 6], but was much less accurate than the later and denser LOFAR array [7].

The final LOPES analysis presented here is based on comparisons of the radio measurements with the coincident measurements by KASCADE-Grande and with end-to-end CoREAS simulations [8]. Already during the operation of LOPES regular comparisons with REAS simulations were essential to improve the simulations. The predictions of the latest version of REAS, the CoREAS extension of the CORSIKA simulation code, are compatible with LOPES measurements on an absolute scale [9]. Therefore, we use CoREAS to study the properties of the LOPES experiment in end-to-end simulations including all known detector effects. In particular, we have checked and updated the methods used for earlier results and compare predictions for expected reconstruction accuracies to the ones experimentally achieved. Meanwhile, all active LOPES members have
dedicated themselves to newer experiments such as AERA [10], LOFAR [7], and Tunka-Rex [11]. Thus, the heritage of LOPES survives in these collaboration and has resulted in several common activities, e.g., the absolute calibration of LOFAR and Tunka-Rex with the LOPES calibration source [12], and the subsequent comparison of the KASCADE and Tunka energy scales [13].

2. Experimental Setup, Measurements, and Simulations

LOPES was an antenna array of about 200m diameter in the KASCADE-Grande particle-detector array operating from 2003-2013. To large parts LOPES was overlapping with the denser KASCADE particle-detector array providing accurate measurements of air showers [14]. Starting with 10 antennas [15], LOPES was soon extended to 30 antennas that at first were all aligned in east-west direction. Later, half of the antennas were rotated to north-south direction, and in 2009 the antennas were replaced by the LOPES-3D setup consisting of 10 tripole antennas [16]. All antennas were externally triggered which enabled a later correlation with the air-shower parameters reconstructed by KASCADE-Grande. Furthermore, 10 additional antennas operated in self-trigger mode (LOPES\textsuperscript{STAR}), but recorded only a few events due to the high background. Thus, the development of self-trigger algorithms was continued by experiments at radio-quiet locations [17, 18].

The main results of LOPES are based on about 500 events with $E > 10^{17}$ eV recorded with the east-west aligned antennas. In most of the events the radio signal cannot be distinguished from the background in individual antennas, but only by an interferometric combination of all antennas that is possible thanks to a nanosecond-precise time calibration [19]. Applying the technique of cross-correlation beamforming, the individual traces are shifted in time according to the arrival time of the hyperbolic radio wavefront, i.e., the beamforming procedure implicitly reconstructs the arrival direction and the opening angle of the wavefront. Once the radio signal is identified against the background, its amplitude can be determined in individual antennas to reconstruct the lateral distribution of the radio signal [20]. More details on this procedure are available in several publications, e.g., in the last PhD thesis related to LOPES [21]. The amplitude of the cross-correlation beam as well as the amplitude of the lateral distribution at a specific reference distance are both good energy estimators [6], while the slope of the lateral distribution [6, 22], and the opening angle of the wavefront [5] can be used to estimate $X_{\text{max}}$.

The new and probably final LOPES results are based on a realistic set of end-to-end simulations. For each measured LOPES event two CoREAS simulations were produced, one for a proton, one for an iron nucleus as primary particle, using the shower axis and energy reconstructed by KASCADE-Grande as input [23]. Then, the detector responses of the antennas and the subsequent signal chain have been applied and real measured background has been added to the simulations. Subsequently, the simulations were analyzed in the same way as measured data including the cross-correlation beamforming procedure (see figure 1 for an example event). Nonetheless, these end-to-end simulations fall still short of some experimental uncertainties, such as the uncertainty of the shower core. Hence, this procedure gives a realistic expectation of the achievable precision by LOPES for quantities whose uncertainties are dominated by background, and a best-case scenario for quantities dominated by systematic uncertainties. Comparing the results of the end-to-end simulations to the LOPES measurements, thus, also provides indication in which aspects LOPES was limited by the high background of the site and where the performance was limited by other effects.
Figure 1: Example event triggered by KASCADE-Grande with a shower core outside the antenna array. The KASCADE-Grande reconstruction used as true input for the simulations is: azimuth $\phi = 8.6^\circ$, zenith $\theta = 44.1^\circ$, energy $E = 3.4 \cdot 10^{17}$ eV. Thus, the event is far above the detection threshold and, unlike for many other events, the signal can clearly be seen by eye in individual antennas. Left: LOPES measurement. Right: CoREAS end-to-end simulation applying all known detector effects. Top: Traces of individual antennas after a time shift corresponding to the arrival time of the radio wavefront in each antenna. Middle: Cross-correlation and power beam after smoothing by block-averaging over 37.5 ns. Bottom: Lateral distribution of the maximum amplitude measured in each antenna.
3. Results

**Arrival Direction:** The arrival direction is reconstructed by maximizing the amplitude of the cross-correlation beam. Its accuracy (including bias and precision) is estimated by comparing the LOPES and KASCADE-Grande measurements. While earlier LOPES analyses based on a spherical instead of a hyperbolic wavefront achieved a direction accuracy of about 1° [24], the latest version of our standard analysis pipeline achieves about 0.5° (figure 2). This value is only an upper limit on the LOPES accuracy, since it might be dominated by the resolution of KASCADE-Grande that is not known accurately for the used set of events. The end-to-end simulations reveal that even with realistic background a direction accuracy of 0.1° should be possible. Anyway, due to the magnetic deflection of charged cosmic rays on their way to Earth a further improvement of the angular resolution is uncritical, unless any neutral particles were detected in the energy range above $10^{17}$ eV.

**Energy:** The energy of the air shower is reconstructed by LOPES in two ways: first, by the amplitude of the cross-correlation beam after correction for the mean distance of the antennas to the shower axis; second, by the amplitude at a reference distance of the order of 60 – 100 m, where the optimum distance depends on the zenith angle [6]. Both methods yield a similar precision for the energy, and the second method has been studied in detail already with measurements and simulations. With the end-to-end simulations we have now studied again the first method confirming the essence of earlier results and revising some details [26].

In the new analysis we normalize the amplitude of the cross-correlation beam (CC) not anymore by $(1 - \cos \alpha)$ to the geomagnetic angle $\alpha$, but instead by the east-west component of the unit vector of the Lorentz force $P_{\text{EW}} = (\hat{v} \times \hat{B})$, which is orthogonal to the shower axis $v$ and to the geomagnetic field $B$ (the same correction as applied in [6]). We keep the exponential correction for the mean distance to the shower axis $d_{\text{mean}}$, since more complicated corrections, e.g., a correction corresponding to a Gaussian lateral distribution function, did not result in significantly higher precision of the reconstructed energy. Moreover, we further simplify the reconstruction by removing
any correction for the zenith angle, since we find no significant dependence of the cross-correlation amplitude within the used range of $\theta < 45^\circ$. Thus, the shower energy $E$ is reconstructed as:

$$E = k \cdot \frac{CC}{I_{\text{EW}} \cdot \exp(-d_{\text{mean}}/180m)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)$$

The proportionality constant $k$ used here is the average $k$ of proton and iron simulations in [21], i.e., $k = 41.9 \text{PeV}/(\mu\text{V/m/MHz})$ for 'KASCADE' events and $k = 36.7 \text{PeV}/(\mu\text{V/m/MHz})$ for 'Grande' events whose shower core is outside of the KASCADE and LOPES arrays. To which extent this difference is due to an insufficient distance correction and to which extent due to any other systematic effects requires deeper investigations at larger arrays. The simulations indicate that an energy precision of better than 15% is possible when using the LOPES beamforming technique at realistic background (figure 3). This is consistent with the larger spread observed for the measurements, since the energy resolution of KASCADE-Grande is about 20%.

**Shower maximum:** We used two methods to determine the position of the shower maximum. First, the slope of the lateral distribution: Since the slope changes only marginally in the end-to-end simulations compared to pure CoREAS simulations used earlier, we have not re-analyzed our $X_{\text{max}}$ results based on this method [6]. Second, the cone angle $\rho$ of the radio wavefront that for LOPES measurements is determined during cross-correlation beamforming: For the CoREAS simulations we had earlier determined $\rho$ based on the pulse arrival time in individual antennas [5]. Now we have studied this method applying exactly the same beamforming procedure on the end-to-end simulations as for the measured data. This leads to small changes in the reconstruction formula for $X_{\text{max}}$, in particular a slightly weaker correction for the zenith angle $\theta$ [21]:

$$X_{\text{max}} = 26143 \text{g/cm}^2 \cdot \rho \cdot \cos^{-1.24} \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)$$

where $\rho$ (in rad) is the angle between the asymptotic cone of the hyperbolic wavefront and the plane perpendicular to the shower axis. While the pure CoREAS simulations indicate that under ideal
Figure 4: LOPES mean $X_{\text{max}}$ in comparison to other radio arrays (color) [7, 27], or optical detectors (black) [28, 29], and air-shower simulations [30]. For LOPES the systematic uncertainties, e.g. due to selection biases, are not known (plot from Ref. [2] with updated values for LOPES wavefront analysis).

conditions an accuracy of better than 30 g/cm$^2$ would be possible when measuring arrival times in individual antennas, the end-to-end simulations yield a resolution of about 45 g/cm$^2$ without noise and almost 90 g/cm$^2$ with background. However, the precision of the LOPES measurements is even worse and estimated to about 130 g/cm$^2$ when using the wavefront method. The difference to the simulations indicates that in addition to background there are other relevant uncertainties, e.g., uncertainties of the shower direction and core. Despite of the large uncertainties both methods for $X_{\text{max}}$ have been shown to work in principle with consistent results (see figure 4).

4. Conclusion

By applying all known detector responses as well as measured background to CoREAS simulations of the radio emission for air showers, we could finally study the effect of background on the interferometric analysis method used by LOPES. The simulations show that the direction can be reconstructed by cross-correlation beamforming as accurately and precisely as $0.1^\circ$ and the energy with a precision of better than 15%. This is consistent with the experimentally determined upper limits on the precision of $< 0.5^\circ$ and $< 23\%$ containing both the uncertainty of LOPES and KASCADE-Grande. Additionally the accuracy of the energy is limited by a 20% scale uncertainty due to the absolute calibration of the antennas [9]. Moreover, the dependence of the cross-correlation beam on the steepness of the hyperbolic radio wavefront can be used to determine $X_{\text{max}}$. However, for LOPES the uncertainties are even larger than for the reconstruction of $X_{\text{max}}$ via the slope of the lateral distribution, and in both cases the uncertainties are too large for an interpretation in terms of mass composition. Nevertheless, these methods should be tested again either at very dense arrays such as the SKA [31], or at large arrays for inclined showers, such as AERA [32] or GRAND [33].
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